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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and H a subgroup of G. If 0 is an irreducible 
character of H, then 0’ need not be irreducible. In fact 8’ will very often 
have a large number of irreducible constituents. If H is a subgroup of G 
and 8 E Irr(H) then 8 is said to induce homugenruusly to G, if BG = UC for 
some < E Irr(G) and some positive integer a. In this paper we investigate 
the structure of pairs (G, H) where G is a finite group, with a proper non- 
trivial subgroup H, such that every non-principal irreducible character of 
H induces homogeneously to G. For convenience we say that (G, H) 
satisfies (CI), where (CI) is the following condition. 
(CI) 1 < H < G, and every non-principal irreducible character of H 
induces homogeneously to G. 
A special case of (CI) is studied in Section 1, Theorem 1.2, namely when 
every non-principal irreducible character of H induces to an irreducible 
character of G. We prove that this situation occurs if and only if G is a 
Frobenius group and H is the Frobenius kernel of G. In Section 2, Camina 
pairs, as introduced by A. Camina in [Z], play a key role in determining 
the structure of pairs (G, H) satisfying (CI). They are defined as follows: 
Let G be a finite group with a proper non-trivial normal subgroup H. 
Then (G, H) is called a Cumina pair if IC,(x)l = IC,,,(xH)I for any x$ H. 
The structure of Camina pairs has been studied extensively and we refer to 
[4] for a host of results on this topic. We prove in Lemma 2.1, that in case 
H is normal in G, (G, H) satisfies (CI) if and only if (G, H) is a Camina 
pair. 
Henceforth in order to obtain information on the structure of Camina 
pairs, it is appropriate to investigate homogeneous character induction 
besides studying the purely group theoretic property that defines Camina 
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pairs. Lemma 1.3 and Theorems 5.4 and 5.7 are obtained in this way, The 
main interest of our paper, however, is the situation where (G, H) satisfies 
(CI) and H is not normal in G. As a consequence of Lemma 2.1 we derive 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that (G, H) satisfies (CI). Let clos,(H) be the 
normal closure of H in G. Then (G, clos,(H)) is a Camina pair. 
Using Theorem 3.2 and known results on Camina pairs, we are able to 
describe the structure of pairs (G, H) satisfying (CI), when H is not normal 
in G. The following is proved. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf (G, H) satisfies (CI) and H is not normal in G, then H 
is nilpotent. Moreover, either G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel 
or clos,(H) is a p-group. 
Subsequent to Theorem 4.1, we proceed with investigating the case 
where G is a Frobenius group, H not normal in G, and N := clos,(H) the 
Frobenius kernel of G. We prove that 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that (G, H) satisfies (CI), H is not normal in G, 
and let G be a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N = clos,(H). Then G 
is a doubly transitive Frobenius group. 
A consequence of these results is that if (G, H) satisfies (CI), we have 
that H is subnormal in G and that H is a p-group when H is not normal 
in G. In Section 5 we handle the situation where H is not normal in G, 
N = close(H) is a p-group with p I (GINI. We get amongst other results that 
if G is p-closed and p # 2 that N is abelian (see Theorem 5.5). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We introduce the following notation: 
(1.1) We denote for a group X, Irr(X) - { 1,) as Irr(X)#. 
The rest of our notation is standard and adapted from [7,6] or otherwise 
self-explanatory. 
A special case in which a (CI)-situation features, occurs when G contains 
a non-trivial proper subgroup X such that for any b~Irr(X)#, 4” is 
irreducible. The structure of G and the relation between G and X can then 
easily be determined as the following theorem shows. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that the finite group G contains a proper 
non-trivial subgroup X such that each non-trivial irreducible character of X 
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induces irreducibly to G. Then G is a Frobenius group whose kernel equals X. 
Conversely, if H is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N, then each 
non-trivial irreducible character of N induces irreducibly to H. 
Proof: It is well known that if G is a Frobenius group with kernel N 
that every non-principal irreducible character of N induces irreducibly to 
G. The proof of this fact is nothing else than an application of Brauer’s 
Permutation Lemma [7, Theorem (6.32)]. 
So suppose G has a proper non-trivial subgroup X such that every 
non-principal irreducible character of X induces irreducibly to G. We argue 
by induction on ICI. 
Proof: Let SE Irr(G) be the set of irreducible characters x satisfying 
xx=x(l)~lx. As S # @ we can define a normal subgroup N of G by 
N= &ES Ker(X). Note that Xc N. 
Suppose N= G. Pick some non-principal irreducible character x of G. 
Then Ker(X) < G, and therefore xX # x( 1). 1,. Hence there is some 
cpEIrr(X)# with [xX,‘p]#O such that (P’=x, and ~(l)=cp(l).IG:Xl> 
IG : XI = (1 X)G( 1). Therefore (1 X)G = 1 G, contradiction. 
Apparently N # G. If X= N, (A) holds so we may suppose X< N < G. 
Now the conditions of the theorem are satisfied with N, X instead of G, X. 
So inductively we have that X is the Frobenius kernel of N, hence 
characteristic in N. But then Xa G as N u G. This proves (A). 1 
Now we deduce the theorem from Brauer’s Permutation Lemma. Let 
y E G -X. Then Z<,,,(p) = X for all p E Irr(X)#, as pG E Irr(G). Hence [7, 
Theorem (6.32)] gives for all y E G-X that Cl(x)? # Cl(x) if x E X- (1) 
(Cl(x) denotes the conjugacy class of x in X). Hence C,(X)EX for all 
XE X- { 1) so G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel X. The 
theorem is proved. i 
We now prove a lemma which will be used frequently. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose (G, H) satisfies (CI), N 4 G, H e N. Then N < H. 
Mdreover (G/N, H/N) satisfies (CI). 
Proof: Suppose that N g H. Then there exists a character 1 E Irr(H)# 
such that H n NE Ker(ll). By Mackey’s theorem, i( l)( l,, N)N = 
(A HnN)N= (A”“),. Hence there is some <~1rr(HNlE,) with [rlv, lN] #O. 
As (G, H) satisfies (CI), (,“N)G = iG = rnx, with m E H,, , x~Irr(G). In 
particular 5 is an irreducible constituent of xHN, whence [xN, lN] k 
[tN, 1 N] > 0. Now we conclude from Clifford’s theorem that xN = x( 1) 1 N, 
so (AHN),= (HN: HI A(l) 1,. Therefore IHN: HI i(l) l,= (AHN),= 
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(1 HndN=4W Hn ,,,)N. Contradiction as H n N < N. This proves that 
NE H. As H g N, we find that N < H. 
We now prove the second part of the lemma. For any subgroup L of G 
containing N, we have that the map *: Irr( L/N) + Irr(L 1 1 N) given by 
x*(x) = x(xN) for all x E L, yields a one-to-one correspondence between 
Irr(L/N) and Irr(LI lN). By construction of * we get that (x*)” = (x”~)* 
for all x E Irr(L/N). As (G, H) satisfies (CI) all irreducible non-principal 
characters in Irr(H ( 1 N) induce homogeneously to G. Therefore by 
construction of the map *, all non-principal irreducible characters of 
Irr(H/N) induce homogeneously to G/N. This proves the lemma. 1 
COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose (G, H) satisfies (CI). Then Z(G)c H& G’. 
Proof It holds that HE G’, as otherwise Lemma 1.3 would give that 
G’ < H whence every non-principal character in Irr( H ( lG,) would extend 
to G, which contradicts that (G, H) satisfies (CI). If H $? Z(G) then 
Z(G) < H by Lemma 1.3. Now suppose that H c_ Z(G). Let A E Irr(H)#. As 
(G, H) satisfies (CI), AG = e$, for some $ E Irr(G), e E Z, i. So $ vanishes 
off H as H 4 G. Hence Z(G) c H. This proves the corollary. 1 
2. THE CASE WHERE H Is NORMAL IN G 
In this section we investigate the structure of pairs (G, H) satisfying (CI), 
with H normal in G. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose H is normal in G. Then (G, H) satisfies (CI) if and 
only if (G, H) is a Camina pair. 
Proof If H is normal in G, and the pair (G, H) satisfies (CI), then 
each x E Irr(G)\Irr(G I lH) vanishes off H. Define {x,, x2, . . . . x,} = 
{XcIrr(G) I X$Irr(G I l,)}. Now for any pEIrr(H)# there is some i, 
1~ i < n, such that xi,” =e.xjpj, wherepj== Q, by Clifford’s theorem. So, 
as (G, H) satisfies (CI), there are integers c and cli, 1 d i < n, such that 
(C aiXi)” = c. (C A( 1 )A) where i runs over all the non-principal irreducible 
characters of H. Hence (C a,x,)(x) = -c if x E H - {l}. So G and H satisfy 
Hypothesis (Fl) of [2]. Hence (G, H) is a Camina pair by [2, Theorem l] 
and [3, Prop. 3.11. The converse can be proved as follows. 
As Camina pairs (G, N) satisfy the property that I C,(x)1 = ICGIN(xN)I 
whenever x# N, we have, by the second orthogonality relation, that any 
non-principal irreducible character of G which does not contain N in its 
kernel vanishes off N. So take a non-principal irreducible character A of H. 
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Choose some x E Irr(G) lying over 1. Then x vanishes off H. Hence [S, 
Lemma 2.21 applies which says that AC= a~, where a = [T: H]‘j2 with 
T=Z,(I). Hence (G, H) satisfies (CI). 1 
3. THE GENERAL CASE 
In this section we investigate pairs (G, H) satisfying (CI), without the 
normality condition on H. Our first result is immediate. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf G is a p-group and (G, H) satisfies (CT), then H is a term 
of the upper central series of G, (G, H) is a Camina pair, and IG/HI is a 
square. 
Proof: We first show that H is normal in G. This can be established by 
repeated application of Lemma 1.3 and Lemma 1.4 showing that H is a 
term of the upper central series of G. So Lemma 2.1 gives that (G, H) is a 
Camina pair. As G is a p-group, [G, H] < H. Let 2 be a non-principal 
irreducible character of H with [G, H] E Ker(A). Then A is invariant in G. 
So E. is fully ramified with respect to G/H as (G, H) satisfies (CT). So IG/HJ 
is a square. 1 
Remark. The fact that IG/HI is a square when (G, H) is a Camina pair 
with G a p-group is also mentioned in [8, Theorem 7.11. The proof uses 
congruences of P. Hall. 
Note that it is also true that H is a term of the lower central series of 
G; see [S, Lemma 2.11. 
We now show that a pair (G, H) satisfying (CI) is close being a Camina 
pair. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that (G, H) satisfies (CI). Let N be the normal 
closure of H in G. Then (G, N) is a Camina pair. 
Proof: Define S={XEI~~(G):X~=X(~).~~}. As S#@, we can define 
a normal subgroup N of G containing H, by N = n, E s Ker(X). As (G, H) 
satisfies (CI), we have that any irreducible character of G which does not 
restrict trivially to H, vanishes off UgE G Hg = UxtH Cl(x), where by detini- 
tion Cl(x) stands for the conjugacy class of x in G. Suppose N= G. Then 
any non-principal irreducible character of G contains a non-principal 
irreducible constituent in its restriction to H and therefore vanishes off 
U XE H Cl(x). 
Now Uxe~ Cl(x) # G as H is a proper subgroup of G, so there is an 
element y such that all non-principal irreducible characters of G vanish on 
Cl(y). Pick an element XE G such that Cl(x) # Cl( y). Then the second 
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orthogonality relation gives that CXE ,rr(Gj x(x--‘) x(y) = 0 while on the 
other hand x(y)=0 for all x#l,, whence C,.,rr(G)~(~-‘)~(y)=l, 
contradiction. 
So N# G. Note that N= clos,(H) := (xR: XE H, g E G), the normal 
closure of H in G. Now we prove that (G, N) satisfies (CI). Indeed, pick 
some 6 E Irr(N)# and some r E Irr(G) lying over 8. Then 5 does not contain 
H in its kernel, by definition of N. Let Jti be a nonprincipal irreducible con- 
stituent of r,. By Clifford’s Theorem there is some irreducible constituent 
I?“, UE G, of 5, such that [Q”, A”] ~0; hence @ = (da)” = b5 for some 
integer h as (G, H) satisfies (CI). We are done by applying Lemma 2.1. 1 
The next corollary should be compared with [Z, Proposition 11. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let 1 < H < G. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) (/HI, IG: H()= 1 and (G, H) satisjies (CI), 
(ii) G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel H, 
(iii) every non-principal irreducible character of H induces to an 
irreducible character of G. 
Proof: The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is a consequence of Theorem 1.2. 
The implication (ii) + (i) follows from Theorem 1.2 and the fact that H is 
a Hall subgroup. We now prove (i) -+ (ii). Let N be the normal closure of 
H in G. We use [2, Theorem 21 and Theorem 3.2 to conclude that either 
G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N, or N is a p-group or G/N 
is a p-group for some prime p. In case of G being a Frobenius group with 
kernel N we get that H is a Hall-subgroup of N and therefore characteristic 
in N (as N is nilpotent) whence normal in G. So N = H. Also if N is a 
p-group we have that H = N, so in both of these cases the theorem follows 
from [2, Prop. 11. We may therefore assume that G/N is a p-group and G 
is not a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N. Hence p 1 1 NI, again by 
[2, Prop. 1 ] and Theorem 3.2. Then [4, Lemma 2.11 gives that N contains 
a normal p-complement, say Y, of G. Now H c Y, as H is a Hall subgroup 
of G. But then N = Y, as N is the normal closure of H in G, contradiction. 
This proves that (i) is equivalent to (ii). The corollary is proved. 1 
It is natural to ask if Theorem 3.2 characterizes groups G satisfying (CI). 
More precisely, suppose (G, clos,(X)) is a Camina pair; does (G, X) satisfy 
(CI)? The answer is negative, as the following counterexample shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider the group G: 
(a,b,c~a3=b3=1,[a,b]=1,a’=b,b’=a~’,c4=1)=(C3xC3)>a~C4. 
Let X= (a). G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N = (a, b). 
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Hence (G, N) is a Camina pair. G has two irreducible characters of 
degree 4, namely 
5 = W’ where ~(a”&) = (e2”‘3)1, and 6 = gG where a(&@) = (e2nU3)‘fk. 
We have that (01 <U,)” = 26+{. Hence (G, (a)) does not satisfy (CI), but 
clos,( (a)) = N. 
4. PAIRS (G,H) SATISFYING (CI) WITH H NOT NORMAL IN G 
In this section we suppose that (G, H) satisfies (CI) and H is not normal 
in G. 
As we have seen Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.2 imply that (G, clos,(H)) is 
a Camina pair. The following theorem is our first result on the structure of 
pairs (G, H) satisfying (CI) with H not normal in G. 
THEOREM 4.1. If (G, H) satisfies (CI), and H is not normal in G, then H 
is nilpotent. Moreover, either G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel 
clos,( H) or clos,( H) is a p-group. 
Proof: Put N = clos,(H). By Theorem 3.2, (G, N) is a Camina pair. 
Hence following [2, Prop. 1, Theorem 21, there are three possible struc- 
tures for N. Namely, N is a p-group or G is a Frobenius group with 
Frobenius kernel N or G/N is a p-group where also p divides INI. The first 
possibility gives that H is nilpotent, and if G is a Frobenius group with 
Frobenius kernel N, H is nilpotent as well. The only possibility which is left 
to consider is that for some prime p, G/N is a p-group, p 1 INI, and N 
is not a p-group. Then [4, Lemma 2.11 asserts that G has a normal 
p-complement, say R. Now R # { 1 }, as N is not a p-group. 
Also N > R as p ) INI. As N= clos,(H), H g R so Lemma 1.3 gives that 
R < H, and (G/R, H/R) satisfies (CI) with G/R a p-group. Hence 
Lemma 3.1 gives that Ha G, contradiction. This proves Theorem 4.1. 1 
The contents of Theorem 4.1 indicate how our investigation should 
proceed. We have to consider two situations. The first is the situation 
where (G, H) satisfies (CI), G is a Frobenius group, N is the Frobenius 
kernel of G, and N is the normal closure of H in G. 
The second (more difficult) situation is that (G, H) satisfies (CI) and 
clos,(H) is a p-group. Rather complicated structures arise in the latter case. 
We therefore make a small digression to give a typical example: 
(4.2) ConsiderthegroupP={(l f ~~:x,~,zEF~/. 
an example of a so-called semi-extraspecial 2-group (see [ 1 I). 
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Then 
P/Z(P) is elementary abelian of order 64, and 
N:={i’ ‘: f,: .vrB,) 
is a central subgroup of P of order 2. Define I:= XN/N, if XL P. Let 4 be 
the Frobenius automorphism of F,. We have that 4 has order 3 and acts 
on P in a natural way. Furthermore Z = Z(P)/N is normalized by I$ and 
Z M (4) is a Frobenius group isomorphic to A, and (4) acts transitively 
on the set of non-principal irreducible characters of 2. Put G = P x (4). As 
P is semi-extra special, any non-principal irreducible character of Z is fully -- 
ramified with respect to P/Z. Suppose that T is a subgroup of index 2 of 
Z and let ,l be the unique irreducible non-principal character of T. Then 1 
extends to Z. If qO~ Irr(PI 2) then tiO vanishes off Z. Hence, as (4) acts 
irreducibly on the set of non-trivial elements of Z, $,, induces irreducibly 
to G and [i$f)z, p] #O for every p~Irr(Z)#. This gives that AC = 161c/f. - - 
Hence (G, T) satisfies (CI), T is not normal in G, and (G, N) is a Camina - - - - 
pair. This example shows that (P, T) does not satisfy (CI) (although (P, Z) 
is a Camina pair). Hence, if (G, H) satisfies (CI), and H is contained in a 
Sylow p-subgroup P of G, it is not necessarily true that (P, H) satisfies (CI) 
even if H is normal in P. 
Examples of Frobenius groups G with Frobenius kernel N such that 
(G, X) satisfies (CI), and N = clos,(X) > X, are not difficult to establish, as 
the following lemma shows. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a doubly transitive Frobenius group with Frobenius 
kernel N. Let X be a proper non-trivial subgroup of N. Then (G, A’) satisfies 
(CI) and clos,(X) = N. 
Proof As G is doubly transitive, ]G/Nl = INI - 1 holds, N is abelian, 
and G has only one irreducible character which does not restrict trivially 
to N, say $. Hence every non-principal irreducible character x of X satisfies 
xc = (x”)” = IN/Xl $. So (G, X) satisfies (CI). Also clos,(X)= N, as X 
is non-trivial and the Frobenius complement of G acts transitively on the 
non-trivial elements of N. This proves the lemma. m 
We now for the moment assume that (G, H) is a CI-pair and 
N = clos,(H) > H with (G, N) a Frobenius group with abelian Frobenius 
kernel N. 
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Our first observation is that every irreducible character x of G lying over 
a non-principal irreducible character r of H lies also over 1 H. Indeed, sup- 
pose, x E Irr(G) lies over a non-principal irreducible character p of H. As N 
is abelian, p can be extended to an irreducible character of N. All exten- 
sions of p to N are irreducible constituents of xN as (G, H) satisfies (CI). 
Now, for every non-principal irreducible character z of H, z”’ is the sum of 
IN/H/ characters extending 7. So if x would lie over solely non-principal 
irreducible characters of H, then 1 N/HI 1 x( 1). As G is a Frobenius group, 
x( 1) = lG/Nj holds. So we have a contradiction, as N > H and 
(IG/NI, INI)= 1. So indeed [xH, lH] 3 1. 
From x(l)= IG/NI, we also deduce that IG/NI > IN/HI. Let xi, . . . . Xk be 
the irreducible characters of G which do not restrict trivially to N. Then the 
xz do not restrict trivially to H, as clos,(H) = N. So by the preceding 
observation we have for all 1 6 i< k that [(xi),,, 1 H] 2 1. This leads to 
(4.4.1) Put IG/NI =qlN/HI +r, Odr< IN/HI, q, reZ,,. Then 
for j = l,..., k, x,,,, = IN/HI .CY=,p,,+r.l,, with 
pi! E Irr(H)” for 1 d i d q, and pin # p,,,, if n # m and 
1 6 n, m d q. 
Observe that r 2 1 holds as G is a Frobenius group with kernel N. From 
(4.4.1) we deduce that 
(4.4.2) (l,)G=(lN)~+Y. 2 X,. 
I= I 
Computing degrees in the second expression gives that 
(4.4.3) IG : HI = IG/NI + rkIG/NI, so kr= IN/HI - 1. 
As G is a Frobenius group with abelian kernel N we have that 
(4.4.4) k IG/NI = INJ - 1 whence r(lNI - l)=(IN/Hl- l)lG/NI 
and qk= IHI - 1. 
Combining the facts that qk = IHI - 1, kr = IN/HI - 1, and klG/NI = 
INI - 1 we get that 
(4.4.5) IG/NI =rlHI +q. 
We now prove a lemma that will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.6. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose Hs G. Let x E G and denote by Cl(x) the con- 
jugacy class of G containing x. Then (lH)‘(x)= JCJx)I IHI-‘ICl(x)n HI. 
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Proof: Let x E G and define T, = {g E G: gxg-’ E H}. Then it is clear 
that T, = Ur=, a,C,(x), for aie T,, 1 < i 6 k, where a,C,(x) n ujC,(x) = 0 
if i # j. For any y E Cl(x) n H there exists a unique j, 1~ j 6 k, such that 
y=u,xK’. Moreover {ajxa;‘: 1 < i < k} G Cl(x) n H, by definition of T,, 
so k=jCl(x)nHI. Now (lH)‘(x) = IHI~‘C,..(l,)‘(gxg-‘) = 
IHJ-‘IT,1 = (HI-‘IC,(x)lk = IC,(x)l IHl-‘(Cl(x)n HI. This proves the 
lemma. 1 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose (G, H) satisfies (CI). Suppose H is not normal in 
G and let N = clos,(H). Suppose that G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius 
kernel N such that N is abelian and H has a complement, say A, in N. Then 
G is a doubly transitive Frobenius group. 
Proof. Assume the conditions of the theorem are fulfilled. In particular 
all irreducible characters of N and H are linear and (4.4.1 k(4.4.5) hold. We 
adopt the notation introduced in (4.4.1)-(4.4.5). Let A be a complement to 
H in N. Then (4.4.1) and (4.4.5) give that IG/NI=qlAl +r=rIHI+q. 
Using notation as in (4.4.1), we have that for any 1 < j < k, 1 < i < q the 
characters extending pj, are of the form pii@& with 1 running over Irr(A). 
As (G, H) satisfies (CI), all these extensions are constituents of (I,),. So we 
have that 
(4.6.1) For j=l,-,k Xjl,=C;..l,,(,)C~=,(Pj,O~)+C:=,8j~ 
with 0,, E Irr(N) for 1 < s < r, such that (e,,), = 1, for 
1 <s<r and 0,,,#8, if 1 <n, m<r and nfm. Conse- 
quently XjIA=qC;.EIrr(A)I?+C:=l Ce,,L. 
Now (e,,), # 1, as otherwise 6,s = l,,,, contradicting the choice of xj. In 
particular [l,, (x,),] = q. Also note that if 16 n, m 6 r and n #m then 
(0,,),#(0,,,,), as (@,,),=l, for l<s<r and t?,,#e,,,,. Therefore, as 
[(lN)‘, x,]=O for 1 <j<k, and as qk= (HI - 1, it now follows that 
(4.6.2) 
We see that 
whereas 
(1,4)G=(1N)G+q i Xj. 
J=l 
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From (4.4.1) and (4.4.5) we conclude that 
(4.6.3) ((lA)G)N=rIHI .l,V+q c T and that 
( 1 reIrr(N) 
((lH)G)/v=q14~l,v+~ 
( > 
1 T  . 
T  E h(N) 
HenceforxEN-(1) wegetthat ((lA)G)(~)=~IHI and((l,)“)(x)=qlAl. 
As G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N we find, using 
Lemma4.5, that (l.)“(x)=ICl(x)nAI IHI, (lH)G(~)=ICl(~)nHI IAl 
for any XEN-(1) ( recall that Cl(x) denotes the conjugacy class of G 
containing x). Hence we conclude that 
(4.6.4) For any XEN- {l}, ICl(x)nAl =Y and ICl(x)nHI =q. 
As every non-trivial element of G/N acts lixed-point-freely on N, we have 
that every nontrivial conjugacy class of G contained in N has order IG/NI. 
So (4.4.4) gives that N contains exactly k non-trivial conjugacy classes of 
G, say C, , . . . . Ck. Let C,, = { 1 } and choose x, E N such that Cl(xi) = C,, 
where O<i<k. By (4.6.4) and (4.4.1), IC,I = [G/N1 = IAl ICinHl + 
IC, n Al for 1 d i< k. Hence if f and g are complex class functions 
of G vanishing off N, we get for i= 1, . . . . k that ICiJ f(xi)g(x,) = 
IAI ICinff f(x;) Ax,) + lC,n~(x,) g(Xi). Hence Xf= 1 lC&i) dx,) 
= If= 1 IAl IQ HI f(x;) g(x,) + Cf= 1 ICi n Al f(xi) g(x,),and 
C~=O ICil f(xi)g(xz)+ IAI f(l) g(l) = Cl=0 IAI IC,nfd f(Xl)g(Xl) + 
Ef=,, IC,nAlf(xi)&,). We see that IGlCf,gl + l4f(l)dl) = 
IAI Iff U-H? gf/l + IAl t-f,> gA1 so 
(4.6.5) Let f and g be complex class functions of G vanishing 
off N. Then 
IGINI If4 CL sl +f(l) g(l)= Iff Cfm gHl+ CA, gA1. 
We can now complete the proof of the theorem. Suppose k > 1. Then there 
exist x,, xieIrr(G) such that x,#xi, [(I,),,,, lN] =0= [(x~)~, lN]. As G is 
a Frobenius group x, and ;CJ are induced from irreducible characters of N, 
whence both xj and xi vanish off N. So (4.6.5) applies and then 
(4.6.6) IG/‘N12 = Iff C(XI)H, (x~)HI + II( 9 (x~)AI. 
We now compute [(xi)“, (I,)“] and [(x,),, (x;)~]. First observe that with 
notation as in (4.4.1) we have that pis # pir for 1 d s, t < q as non-principal 
irreducible constituents of (x,), (resp. (x~)~) induce homogeneously to xj 
(resp. xi) as (G, H) satisfies (CI). So (4.4.1) gives that [(x~)~, (I~)~] = r2. 
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Moreover, with notation as in (4.6.1), (O,,), # (O,,), for all 1 6 s, t < r, as 
Cl,o(ej,),,(xj),l=l=[l,o(e,,),,(~;)~I and [(x~)N,(x,)N~=~. SO 
C(Xj)A) (Xi),4 I= q2 IA I + 2qr. 
We henceforth conclude from (4.6.6) that 1 G/N1 ’ = q2 IA I + 2qr + I HI r*. 
Using (4.4.1) and (4.45) we have that IG/N12=(qlAI +r)(r(HI +q)= 
qr ) NI + q* I A I + r2 I HI + rq. Comparing the expressions for 1 G/NJ ’ we 
conclude that INI = 1, contradiction. So k = 1 and G is doubly transitive. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
We can now pin down the structure of a CI-pair (G, H) when G is a 
Frobenius group, H is not normal in G, and clos,(H) = N is the Frobenius 
kernel of G. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let (G, H) satisfy (CI). Assume that H is not normal in 
G and that G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N = clos,( H). Then 
G is a doubly transitive Frobenius group. 
Proof: We first show that N is a p-group as follows. As clos,(H) = N 
we conclude that H is not contained in the Frattini subgroup Q(N) of N. 
So we conclude with Lemma 1.3 that H > @(N) and (G/@(N), H/@(N)) 
satisfies (CI). The group N/@(N) is abelian (as N is nilpotent), and 
N/@(N) has elementary abelian Sylow subgroups, so H/@(N) has a 
complement in N/@(N). Now Theorem 4.6 applies and we conclude 
that G/@(N) is a doubly transitive Frobenius group. Hence [G/N1 = 
I N/@(N)1 - 1, N/@(N) is a chief factor of G, and N/O(N) is an elementary 
abelian p-group. Hence N is a p-group. 
(4.7.1) If N is abelian then G is a doubly transitive Frobenius group. 
Proof: We may apply (4.4.1)(4.4.5) to get that /G/N1 = qlN/HI + r, 
rk= IN/HI - 1, and klG/NI = INI - 1 with q, r, keE,, and r< IN/HI. 
Now N is a p-group, so for some t, dE Z >, we have that 
IG/NI = IN/@(N)1 - 1 =p’- 1 and p*= IN/HI. Now qp*+r=p’- 1= 
(p’-*- 1) p*+ p*-l.Hencer=p*-1 andk=l.So IG/NI=INI-1 and 
G is a doubly transitive Frobenius group. This proves (4.7.1). 1 
(4.7.2) If p > 2 then G is a doubly transitive Frobenius group. 
Proof. As p > 2, IG/NI is even as IGIN/ = 1 N/@(N)/ - 1 = p’ - 1, say. 
Now [6, Satz V.8.181 applies which says that N is abelian. Hence we may 
apply (4.7.1) to complete the proof of (4.7.2). 1 
Now the only case left to consider is that p = 2 and N is a non-abelian 
2-group. We first prove that N’ = a(N). As H & N’, it holds by Lemma 1.3 
that N’ <H and (G/N’, H/N’) satisfies (CI). Now H/N’ is not normal in 
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GIN’ and clos,,,,(H/N’) = N/N’. As N/N’ is abelian we can apply (4.7.1). 
We get that G/N’ is doubly transitive; whence N/N’ is elementary abelian 
and so Q(N) = N’, as N is a 2-group. 
Consider a chief factor @(N)/L of G. Then @(N/L) = @(N)/L = (N/L)‘. 
Moreover, as N/@(N) is a chief factor of G we get that Z(N/L) = @(N)/L. 
So N/L is a non-abelian special 2-group. As H e Q(N) we have that 
H g L, whence L < H and (G/L, H/L) satisfies (CI). Denote factorgroups 
XL/L, for subgroups Xc G, with X *. Note that Z(N*) = (N’)* < H*. 
Observe that G* is a Frobenius group with kernel N*. 
(4.7.3) Zf p~Err(H*) and Z(N*) g Ker(p), then p induces 
homogeneously to N *. 
Proof: Let PE Irr(H*) and Z(N*) g Ker(p). As (G*, H*) satisfies 
(W we have that ,uG* = cx for some XE Irr(G*), CEZ,, . Now 
XN*=C:=lXiwithXiEIrr(N*)for1~idtandXi#Xiif1~i<j6t.Hence 
k)Z(N*, =xi(l).Bi, with Bi~Irr(Z(N*)) and 8,#1,,,., for 1 Qi<t. Let 
1 <j< t. Then Clifford’s theorem gives that xj = x: with x a non-trivial 
element of the Frobenius complement Y* of G*. Now every non-trivial 
element of Y* acts fixed-point-freely on the non-principal irreducible 
characters of Z(N*), as Z(N*) Y* is a Frobenius group, so 
(*) 8,#8,if l<i,jdt,andi#j. 
As p’*=cx, it holds that ,uN* = xjES ajxj where SC { 1, 2, . . . . t} with 
positive integers uj, jE S. Hence (*) gives that IS/ = 1. We conclude that 
P 
N* = eX,(,) for some n(p), with 1 <n(p) < t. This proves (4.7.3). 1 
(4.7.4) Let X* be a maximal subgroup of N*. rf 1. E Irr(X*) and 
Z( N* ) g Ker(J.), then 2 induces irreducibly to N*. 
Proof: Let M* be a maximal subgroup of N* containing H*. We first 
prove that (4.7.4) holds for M*. Let $~1rr(M*) such that I(/z(N*) # 
$(l) ’ lZ(N*). Then $ lies over some irreducible character y of H*, such that 
YZ(N*)+Y(l).lZ(N*). Hence (4.7.3) gives that there is an integer k such that 
Y N*=k.t with r~Irr(N*), whence tiN*=k’.t for some k’EZaI. 
Now k’= 1, as irreducible characters of M* extend to N* or induce 
irreducibly to N* as N*/M* is cyclic. This proves that M* satisfies (4.7.4). 
Let T* = (M*)g with g E G*. The irreducible characters of T* are of the 
form II/” with II/ E Irr(M*). Now for any $ gIrr(M*) with +Z(N*j# 
~(l)~lW~ we have just proved that $N* E Irr(N*). As ($“)N* = ($N’)g, it 
holds that (II/g)“’ is irreducible. We conclude that T* satisfies (4.7.4). 
Consequently we are done if we can show that the maximal subgroups 
of N* are conjugated in G*. This will be proved to hold as follows. First 
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note that @(N*)s X* for any maximal subgroup X* of N*, whence the 
number of maximal subgroups of N* equals the number of maximal 
subgroups of N*/@(N*). Now it is well known that an elementary abelian 
p-group of order p” contains (p” - 1 )/( p - 1) maximal subgroups. Hence, 
as p = 2, N*/@(N*) has 1 N*/@(N*)\ - 1 maximal subgroups and conse- 
quently N* has IN*/@(N*)I - 1 maximal subgroups. Observe that 
IN,,(M*)I = 1, as IN,.(M*)I I I(N*/M*)I - 1 and IN*/M*I =2. Hence 
N&M*)= N*N,.(M*)= N*. So M* has IG*/N*I = lN*/@(N*)I - 1 
conjugates in G*, and all maximal subgroups of N* are conjugate to M*, 
as we have already shown that N* has IN*/@(N*)I - 1 maximal 
subgroups. This proves (4.7.4). 1 
Now let K* be a maximal subgroup of Z(N*). As @(N*) = (N*)‘, we 
conclude that N*/K* = Z(N*/K*) . E with En Z(N*/K*) = Z(E) and E an 
extra special 2-group. Suppose that Z(N*/K*) > Z(E). Let 8 be the unique 
irreducible character of E which restricts non-trivially to Z(E) = Z(N*)/K*. 
Then 0 extends to N*/K*, contradicting (4.7.4). Hence Z(N*/K*)=Z(E) 
and N*/K* is extra special. We conclude that for any maximal subgroup 
of Z(N*), N*/K* is an extra special 2-group. Hence N* is a so-called 
semi-extra special 2-group (see [ 11). 
Now it is not difficult to verify that {[x, y]: YEN*} = Z(N*) for any 
non-central element XE N*. Hence lZ(N*)I < IN*/Z(N*)l/2, as N* is a 
special 2-group. On the other hand G* is a Frobenius group normalizing 
Z(N*), whence lG*/N*I < lZ(N*)I < IN*/Z(N*)l/2. However, as N* is 
not abelian and as IG*/N*l = IN*/@(N*)J - 1 = IN*/Z(N*)I - 1, we have 
a contradiction. The theorem is proved. 1 
By Theorem 4.1 the case which is left to study is the structure of a 
U-pair (G, H) with H < clos,(H) = N and N a p-group. This will be done 
in the following section in which we also prove some results on Sylow 
p-subgroups of Camina pairs. 
5. SYLOWP-SUBGROUPS OF CAMINA PAIRS 
We start with some easy preliminary results which will prove to be useful 
in this section. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose (G, N) is a Camina pair. Let N be a z-group 
for some set of primes 71. Then the inertia group IG(v) of v in G is a rc-group 
for any v E Irr(N)#. 
Proof: Let v E Irr(N)# and put Z= Z&v). We may assume that I> N. 
Suppose L E Syl,(Z), p E rr’, L > 1. Then v extends to LN, as I LI and I NI are 
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coprime and v is invariant in LN. Say that v’ is such extension. Now v is 
fully ramified with respect to Z/N, as (G, N) is a Camina pair. So we have 
that v’ = q with e = II/N1 I’*, so (v’ )’ = fx for some integer J We conclude 
thatf~]Z/N~1~2~v(l)=f~(1)=~Z: LNI -v’(l)=lZ:LNI -v(l). Sof.IZ:NI’!*= 
II: LN], a contradiction as (LN : NI ‘I* and ]I: LNI are coprime. 1 
From Proposition 5.1 we can immediately deduce the following result. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose (G, N) is a Camina pair. Let N he a p-group. 
Then Ia is a p-group for any v  E Irr(N)#. 
COROLLARY 5.3 (Chillag and Macdonald). Suppose (G, N) is a Camina 
pair. Let P E Syl,(G) and N < P a G. Then (P, N) is a Camina pair. 
Proof: Let v E Irr(N)#. Then Z,(v) is a p-group by Corollary 5.2, 
whence Z,(v) = Zp( v). As v is fully ramified with respect to Z,(v)/N we get 
that v induces homogeneously to P. 1 
We now probe the structure of a (CI)-pair (G, H) when 
H < clos,(H) = N and N is a p-group. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose (G, N) is a Camina pair with N a p-group. Let G 
have a normal subgroup M with p j IG/MI and N < M. Then (M, N) is a 
Camina pair. 
Proof. As p l IG/MI we have that M contains every Sylow p-subgroup 
of G. Hence Corollary 5.2 gives that for any A E Irr(N)#, Z,(i) c M. As 
(G, N) is a Camina pair, I is fully ramified with respect to Z,(JU)/N, so 
Clifford’s theorem gives that 1 induces homogeneously to M. This proves 
that (M, N) is a Camina as N < M. 1 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose (G, H) satisfies (CI), H <clos,(H) = N, and N 
is a p-group. Let P be a normal Sylowx p-subgroup of G, N < P. Then 
H > [P, N], (P, N) is a Camina pair, and G = KP where K n P = N, K is a 
Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N. 
Moreover, K/[P, N] is a doubly transitive Frobenius group with Frobenius 
kernel N/[P, N], and N is an abelian p-group if p > 2. 
Proof Let L = [P, N]. Then L < N and L a G. Hence H S L as 
clos,(H) = N. Now we apply Lemma 1.3 to get that [P, N] <H so H is 
normal in P. By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem we have that G/N contains 
a p-complement K/N. By Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 1.2 (or use [3, 
Lemma 4.3]), we get that K is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N. 
Now N = clos,(H) = clos,(H), as H is normal in P. 
(5.5.1) Zf NE Z(P) then K is a doubly transitive Frobenius group 
with Frobenius kernel N. 
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Proof. Let $ E Irr(H) #. Put II/‘= x7!, niOi with n,~ Z >, , where the 8, 
are pairwise distinct irreducible characters of P. As +” = a~ with x E Irr(G), 
we conclude that Bi = 19r with y; E K. As Nc Z(P) we conclude that every 
non-principal irreducible character of N is fully ramified with respect to 
P/N; this follows by Corollary 5.3. Hence $” = I?= 1 cip~“’ with ci E Z >, , 
where (O,), = O( 1)~. Hence $” = Crz 1 c,(~.~I)~ = mpK with pK E Irr(K) and 
mEz,,, as K is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N. So (K, H) 
satisfies (CI). 
As N = clos,(H), we are allowed to apply Theorem 4.7 which gives that 
K is a doubly transitive Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel N. This 
proves (55.1). 1 
(5.5.2) K/[P, N] is a doubly transitive Frobenius group with 
Frobenius kernel N/[P, N]. In particular IK/NI = 
IWP, Nil - 1. 
ProoJ As [P, N] < N, we have that H $Z [P, N] so [P, N] < H and so 
(G/[P, N], H/[P, N]) satisfies (CI) with N/[P, N] zZ(P/[P, N]). So we 
may apply (5.5.1) to get (55.2). 1 
If p > 2, then by (5.5.2), 2 1 IK/NI. Hence we conclude that N is 
abelian. 1 
Remark. There exist examples of CI-pairs (G, H) such that 
H < clos,( H) = N, N elementary abelian of order p’, and G not p-closed. 
They can be derived from [S, pp. 383, 3841 as follows. For p = 2,3 Gagola 
constructs semi-direct products G, = M, xl T, say, which are not p-closed 
such that Mp = Cp2 x C,Z and Q,(M,) is a minimal normal subgroup of G, 
and the union of two conjugacy classes of G,. Gagola shows that there 
exists an irreducible character x of G,, vanishing off Q,(M,,) (see [5, 
pp. 383,384]). 
Furthermore x~,(~,, = e x, = ; IG~~s~l 1. where the %, are pairwise distinct, 
S, is a Sylow p-subgroup of G,, and e2= Is,lQ,(Mp)l (by C5, 
corollary (2.3)]). So X(l)=elG,: S,I, whence (&)GP=eX for 1 <i< 
IG, : S,,l. Moreover the construction of G, gives that (G, : S,l = p2 - 1 = 
IQ,(M,)I - 1, so for any non-principal irreducible character ,? of L?,(M,) 
we have that 1’~ = ex. Hence if we define H,, < M,, by HP = Q,( C,,Z) x { 1 }, 
then H, is a proper subgroup of R,(M,), and we conclude that (G,, H,) 
satisfies (CI) with H < clot = Q,(M,), whereas G, is not p-closed, 
As far as we know all examples of Camina pairs (G, N) with N a p-group 
and G p-closed which are known share the property that N = Z(P), 
P E SylJG). This raises the question if this always has to be the case. The 
following two results are devoted to this question. 
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We want to recall that for a group G and a character 8 of G, the 
vanishing-off subgroups V(0) defined by V(0) = ( g E G : 0(g) # 0), is the 
smallest subgroup V of G such that 0 vanishes on G - V, observe that 
V(8)aG. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let (G, N) be a Camina pair. Suppose that N is a p-group, 
P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and N= Z(P). Then N = V(d) for all 
8 E Irr(P) with N p Ker(B) and also P a G. 
ProoJ: As (G, N) is a Camina pair and as N = Z(P) for some 
PE Syl,(G), it holds that Pa G; see [4, Theorem 11. If P is abelian then 
the lemma is trivially seen to be true. So suppose P is not abelian. Then we 
have by Corollary 5.3 that (P, N) is a Camina pair and therefore that 
V(e) &N for all 8 E Irr(P) with N g Ker(B). Moreover Z(P) E V(e), for all 
BE Irr(P). Hence, if N = Z(P) it follows that Z(P) = V(0) for all 0 E Irr( P) 
with N p Ker(B). 1 
We now prove that the contents of Lemma 5.6 characterize Camina pairs 
(G, N) with N a p-group, G p-closed, and Z(P) = N. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let (G, N) be a Camina pair. Suppose that N is a 
p-group. Suppose P is a normal Syfow p-group of G for which N = V(0) for 
all 0 E Irr(P) with N g Ker(8). Then N = Z(P). 
ProojY With induction on JGI. Put G = PT, with T n P = 1. Note again 
by Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 1.2 (or use [3, Lemma 4.33) that all non- 
trivial elements of the subgroup T act fixed-point-freely on N. Suppose 
that [P, N] > 1. Then [P, N] is a minimal normal subgroup of G, by the 
induction hypothesis invoking Lemma 1.3. So [P, N] c Z(P). Hence the 
three-subgroup-lemma gives that P’ centralizes N. As (P, N) is a Camina 
pair (Corollary 5.3) it follows from Lemma 1.4 that NE P’, whence N is 
abelian. Pick some ,? E Irr( [P, N])#. Then ZJn) = P. Let XE Irr(G 1 %). It 
holds that xp = C,, T $’ where $ E Irr(P) and I,+’ # tj” when t #s, SE T. 
Then (tj’),,, = ($N)l. So, as all nontrivial elements of Tact fixed-point-freely 
on N, we conclude that [lI/;p,N,, tjCP,,,,] =O, for all tc T- { 1). 
We now show that Z($)=V($) as follows. We have that ~t~,~, = 
$(l)x,ETAr where IC/N=axxE,(j)“, with aEQ, ACP,N, =I, fi~Irr(N). As 
J .CP,N, = 1, we have for any y E N that 
x;p (O”(Y) = c J(XYX -1) =1(y) 1 %(xyx-‘y-l). 
TEP XSP 
As [P, N]cZ(P) we have that KY:= {xyx-‘y-‘:xEP} is a subgroup 
of P. Hence if J. is nontrivial on KY, then CXEP A(xyx-‘y-‘) =O. So 
CIEP (j)“(y) = 0 whenever K, g Ker(A). As Ker(l) E Z(P) n Ker(j), we 
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have that Ker(2)E Ker($). Hence $(y)=O for all YEN-Z($). Now 
(P, N) is a Camina pair, so 1+9 vanishes off N, whence $ vanishes of Z($). 
We conclude that V($) E Z($). So indeed V(lc/) = Z($). 
As N= V(+), we get that N = Z($) and therefore 1 is invariant in P, so 
[P, N] E Ker(I), as N is abelian, a contradiction as ,!cP,,h., = i # 1 CP.Nl’ 
Hence [P, N] = 1. This proves the proposition. 1 
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